Seminars take place every Thursday, 2-3pm, in room 2.49 at the David Attenborough Building. This Easter Term the talks will focus broadly on the Global South, exploring issues of climate, environment and energy. All are welcome!

26 April  Giulio Corsi  
**Is a new wave of climate change litigation underway? A comparative analysis of the latest legal trends**

3 May  Benedict Probst, Department of Land Economy, University of Cambridge  
**Can land rights prevent deforestation? Evidence from a large-scale titling policy in the Brazilian Amazon.**

17 May  Dr Ricardo Pereira, School of Law & Politics, University of Cardiff  
**Brexit and the Future of UK-EU climate change and energy cooperation** (*Seminar in Room 1.25a*)

24 May  Dr Lisa Benjamin, Oxford-Princeton Global Leaders Fellow, University of Oxford  
**The Role of Developing Countries in Energy Disputes at the WTO**

31 May  Carolina Hazin, Global Biodiversity Policy Coordinator, BirdLife International  
**Transboundary protected areas: source of cooperation or conflict?**

7 Jun  Dr Shailaja Fennell, Development Studies, University of Cambridge  
**Renewable energy and women’s empowerment: a view from state-level policy in India**

14 Jun  Karen Wong-Pérez, Department of Geography, University of Cambridge  
**Natural Resources and the ideas of a ‘good life’, poverty and justice in a Mexican fishing community.**